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Abstract: High variable renewable energy (VRE) penetration led to the first-ever VRE curtailment
in Japan, occurring in Kyushu in October 2018. Since then, there has been an average of 3% solar
curtailment, with a peak of 13.7% in April 2019, resulting in approximately ¥9.6 billion of wasted
energy. The VRE curtailment is expected to worsen as VRE penetration continues to increase along
with nuclear energy increment in line with Japan’s 2030 energy goals. To prevent this curtailment and
increase energy stability, a novel, logic-based forecasting method using hourly supply/demand data
was developed. Initially, inaccurate results were returned; however, after several rounds of calibration
that adjusted the quartile value of the max/min operating windows, the overall accuracy of this
method was increased to 97% of real curtailment. This calibrated model was then used to test several
curtailment mitigation scenarios. Some scenarios increased curtailment, while the two most successful
scenarios, which reduced the installed nuclear capacity either seasonally or totally, limited curtailment
by 95% and 97%, respectively. Another scenario with increased grid interconnection between regions
reduced curtailment by 79%. Moreover, it would provide other benefits by unifying the national grid
thereby increasing disaster resistance, reducing curtailment, improving grid flexibility and allowing
for higher VRE penetrations. Currently, the situation is worsening, and some actions are required
to reduce the curtailment and to achieve its 2030 energy goals in Japan. The mitigation measures
studied by the logic method could be recommended to be referred to.
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1. Introduction

The energy sector in Japan has changed dramatically since the 2011 Fukushima Daiichi nuclear
disaster, with a substantial increase in solar photovoltaic (PV) penetration due to a high feed-in tariff
(FIT) introduced in Japan in 2012 [1]. The FIT incentivizes private developers to build solar PV systems
across the country and sell their electricity to local power companies. Some regions, namely, Kyushu
and Hokkaido, have seen higher development of solar PV due to low land cost than the rest of Japan.
This very high growth rate is good for the energy self-sufficiency of Japan, which has been decreasing
since the Fukushima disaster, and for the environment [2].
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One of the main challenges that variable renewable energy (VRE) presents is that it is “variable”
and “non-controllable”, meaning that VRE output cannot be controlled by the utilities and that its
output can vary widely minute by minute. Since the utilities have to ensure a balance between supply
and demand at all times, this variable supply can cause a problem. Therefore, if a large amount of
a variable source of electricity such as solar energy is introduced without implementing any type of
demand management, energy storage or energy sharing across regions, then there is a risk of VRE
curtailment. Curtailment is therefore defined as the act of restricting or reducing the energy supply
from a generator to the electrical grid. It can be classified as a type of inefficiency as not all the energy
that is produced, is used. While curtailment can be useful to ensure energy balance, reducing the
curtailment and thereby improving the system efficiency should be the goal of utility companies.

1.1. Curtailment in Japan

High levels of planned VRE, such as in Japan’s 2030 goals, require some modifications to the
existing infrastructure as well as changes to energy policies to accommodate the high VRE and thereby
avoid curtailment [3]. These actions have yet to be taken in Japan. While the overall VRE penetration
in Japan was still quite low as of 2019, the VRE penetration in the Kyushu Prefecture of Japan was
much higher, accounting for up to 47% of the energy supply [4]. This, along with the reestablishment
of constant nuclear energy in the region, has added extra pressure on the utility company (Kyuden)
to maintain the energy balance [5], leading to the first-ever VRE curtailment in Japan occurring in
Kyushu in October 2018. Since then, there has been an average of 3% solar curtailment in Kyushu,
with a peak of 13.7% in April 2019 [6], resulting in approximately ¥9.6 billion of wasted energy as of
September 2019 [7].

VRE curtailment had never occurred before 2018 in Japan. However, there is a provision for
it in the FIT agreement, which states that grid operators can enforce curtailment against renewable
electricity producers without compensation up to 30 days per facility per year to balance supply and
demand; grid operators are obliged to compensate for curtailment over 30 days. Grid operators can
also refuse connection agreements when curtailment is anticipated to go over 30 days [1].

Worsening the curtailment situation is the design of the Japanese grid connections between regions.
The electricity grid and companies in Japan are divided into ten regions (Figure 1). Each region acts
mostly independently of each other, and therefore, the inter-grid connections only allow a limited
amount of electricity transfer between regions [4]. In the case of Kyushu, the grid is only connected
to that of one neighbouring region, namely, Chugoku, through the Kanmon Interconnection line [8].
This connection is saturated, as the scheduled power flow (SPF) is almost always at the total transfer
capability (TTC). This means that when curtailment is about to occur, there is not much capacity left in
the inter-grid connection. Furthermore, as of 2016, there was no planned development of the Kanmon
Interconnection line [9].

1.2. Worldwide Curtailment

The problem of curtailment is increasing worldwide as VRE penetration grows [3], and several
countries around the world have experienced VRE curtailment. Table 1 shows the most recently
available data as of March 2020. Several countries are compared based on a metric called the curtailment
(C) and penetration (P) ratio (CP ratio) [10]. The CP ratio shows the correlation between the solar and
wind energy curtailment and the solar and wind energy produced in relation to the overall energy
demand. This helps quantify and compare different regions to each other, even though the countries
have very different VRE situations.
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Figure 1. Electricity grid and utilities in Japan (Source: Callum, 2013).

Based on the CP ratio, each country can be classified on its current (latest) situation using three
colours, namely, red, yellow and green. In addition, the CP gradient shows the current (latest) trend
of the curtailment using three classifiers: deteriorating, stable and improving [10]. From this, the
following summaries can be drawn. VRE curtailment in Japan is very low, even as of 2019, when
curtailment was at only 0.47%, leading to a classification of green and stable. However, the situation in
Kyushu is very different from that in the rest of the country. A large increase in curtailment from 2018
to 2019 from 0.22% to 3.01% led to a classification of yellow and deteriorating. This indicates that the
curtailment in Kyushu is worsening, which is in line with the analysis performed in 2015 [10].

Interestingly, the CP ratio observed in 2019 in Kyushu is the fourth largest of the regions analysed,
with China having the largest ratio, followed by that of Italy and Europe 28. One distinction that has
to be made, however, is that all the other countries encountered curtailment before 2018 and have
therefore had time to improve their curtailment mitigation techniques. However, curtailment in Kyushu
just started in 2018 and may continue to worsen before Kyuden can mitigate it, if Kyuden chooses
to do anything. Another interesting note is that only three regions have deteriorating curtailment
classifications, namely, Kyushu, Ireland and China, with Ireland having the worst CP gradient, followed
by Kyushu and China. These regions are currently suffering from increasing levels of curtailment.
Last, it is beneficial to investigate the VRE penetration levels of the different countries. The levels in
some European countries, such as Denmark, Spain and Germany, are significantly higher than those in
Japan, the USA and China, making these countries more susceptible to curtailment. However, their
CP ratios are relatively low, indicating that curtailment can be mitigated somewhat even with much
higher levels of VRE penetration.
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Table 1. Statistical data for several countries and regions and the resulting curtailment classification.

Country/Region Data Period

Demand
(GWh)

Wind
(GWh)

Solar PV
(GWh)

VRE Curtailment
(GWh)

VRE Energy Penetration
(%)

Curtailment
(%) CP Ratio CP

Gradient Classification of the
Curtailment Situation

A B C D E = (B+C)/A F = C/(B+C) G = F/E H = ∆F/∆E

Japan [11] 2018 (Jan–Dec) 905,957 7198 57,939 23 7.2% 0.04% 0.5%
39.5% Green and stable2019 (Jan–Nov) 806,840 6768 60,019 311 8.3% 0.47% 5.6%

Kyushu [11] 2018 (Jan–Dec) 87,789 587 9766 23 11.8% 0.22% 1.9%
174.8% Yellow and deteriorating

2019 (Jan–Nov) 77,196 564 9770 311 13.4% 3.01% 22.5%

USA [12–14] 2018 (Jan–Dec) 4,235,300 277,918 87,183 7171 8.6% 1.96% 22.8%
NA NA2019 (Jan–Dec) 4,020,743 293,996 63,620 NA 8.9% NA NA

California [15–17] 2018 (Jan–Dec) 275,857 14,078 24,721 461 14.1% 1.19% 8.4%
18.4% Yellow and stable2019 (Jan–Aug) 264,361 16,751 31,815 961 18.4% 1.98% 10.8%

Ireland [18] 2017 (Jan–Dec) 25,850 7445 11 151 28.8% 2.03% 7.0%
214.4% Yellow and deteriorating

2018 (Jan–Dec) 28,700 8455 15 293 29.5% 3.46% 11.7%

Denmark [18] 2017 (Jan–Dec) 31,300 14,780 751 884 49.6% 5.69% 11.5%
0.7% Yellow and stable2018 (Jan–Dec) 33,500 13,899 953 840 44.3% 5.66% 12.8%

Spain [18] 2017 (Jan–Dec) 234,571 49,127 8514 772 24.6% 1.34% 5.5%
2.3% Green and stable2018 (Jan–Dec) 257,900 50,810 7512 755 22.6% 1.29% 5.7%

Germany [18] 2017 (Jan–Dec) 518,959 105,693 39,401 5956 28.0% 4.10% 14.7%
30.0% Yellow and stable2018 (Jan–Dec) 578,100 111,590 46,164 6158 27.3% 3.90% 14.3%

Italy [18] 2017 (Jan–Dec) 291,965 17,742 24,378 2384 14.4% 5.66% 39.2%
−12.8% Yellow and improving

2018 (Jan–Dec) 315,800 17,492 22,653 2360 12.7% 5.88% 46.2%

Europe 28 [18] 2016 (Jan–Dec) 2,781,932 302,860 105,847 21,203 14.7% 5.19% 35.3%
−22.8% Yellow and improving

2017 (Jan–Dec) 2,798,009 362,411 113,510 22,179 17.0% 4.66% 27.4%

China [19] * 2018 (Jan–Dec) 6,916,300 365,800 176,900 78,400 7.8% 14.45% 184.1%
162.6% Red and deteriorating

2019 (Jan–Dec) 7,225,500 405,700 223,800 99,800 8.7% 15.85% 182.0%

* Chinese curtailment was estimated as difference between total generation—total consumed due to lack of direct curtailment data.
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1.3. Mitigation of Curtailment

Mitigation techniques to reduce future curtailment needs to be addressed. This requires that
curtailment be forecasted and then different mitigation scenarios be tested. However, there has been
limited literature on curtailment forecasting, particularly forecasting with high temporal resolution,
such as hour-by-hour forecasting. There are several examples of forecasting demand. Several simple
models, such as time series and regression models, exist, with increasingly complex models using
artificial neural networks or combinations of different models [20,21]. Some supply types can also
be modelled using some of these methods together with future climate models. The problem occurs
when modelling controllable supplies, i.e., supplies that are adjusted to maintain the supply-demand
balance. However, no previous research reporting a model to forecast the hourly behaviour of these
supply types was identified in this study. Calculating curtailment requires that all the supplies and
demands in the system are known or calculated so that all surplus can be calculated. Therefore, in this
research, a new model, called the logic model, was developed to calculate the controllable supplies
and thereby the curtailment. In addition, since curtailment in Japan occurred recently in October 2018,
there is little to no research about the recent curtailment situation in Japan. Therefore, this paper tries
to address these shortcomings.

Mitigating VRE curtailment can be done in several ways in both policy and technological
adjustments. The main technological adjustment that can be made is increasing the maximum and
minimum operating limits of the existing supplies [5] or simply adjusting the amount of installed
capacity of each existing type of generatio. Another technological adjustment is to improve the
inter-grid electricity transfer. This is one main advantage that European countries have, as there
is strong grid transfer between regions, whereas Japan has limited infrastructure for transferring
electricity between different energy companies. Several other methods are to improve the next-day
forecasting of VRE, allowing for better planning with other supplies. The introduction of negative
bidding can incentivize independent power producers (IPPs) to not sell electricity at certain times and
rather to store electricity or send it to other regions. Last, setting VRE ramp limits can incentivize IPPs
to manage ramp rates or face penalties [3,5,22].

In this research, it is hypothesized that curtailment will worsen as VRE penetration continues to
increase and as nuclear energy increases in line with Japan’s 2030 energy goals unless appropriate
mitigation measures are taken immediately. Therefore, the objectives of this research are to understand
the causes of curtailment in Kyushu, forecast future supply and demand, and then calculate curtailment.
Finally, once the future curtailment is calculated, different scenario-based mitigation measures are
evaluated based on cost-benefit analysis, and the best mitigation scenario is recommended.

The paper is organised as follows: Section 2 describes the materials and methodology used in
this study. In the methodology section, we introduce a novel logic method in detail developed for
this study to forecast the curtailment and present the forecast results of the logic method. The results
and discussion about the mitigation techniques are given in Sections 3 and 4, respectively, which are
followed by the conclusions in Section 5.

2. Materials and Methodology

The overall methodology for curtailment prediction and mitigation technique testing is shown in
Figure 2. The overall process is divided into four steps. Data preparation and pre-processing occur
in the first two steps, the main forecasting is carried out in step 3 and mitigation technique testing is
considered in step 4.
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2.1. Materials

2.1.1. Data and Pre-Processing

The main dataset used in this research is the hourly supply/demand breakdown for the Kyushu
region in Japan from April 2016 to September 2019 from Kyuden in 3-month files [23] and from the
Institute for Sustainable Energy Policies (ISEP) in yearly datasets [11]. The data contain time and date
stamps, demand and all the supplies for each hour, all in MWh.

Figure 3 shows monthly average values of the stagnant demand, decreasing thermal supply,
increasing nuclear and solar supply, and rapidly increasing curtailment starting from October 2018 in
addition to the overall trends. The curtailment occurs in the off-peak seasons, autumn and spring, of
demand when nuclear had reached a critical level. The increasing nuclear energy has a clear correlation
to curtailment because as it increased, thermal energy decreases. Therefore, there is less flexibility in
the energy supply allowing for potentially higher curtailment on days with excess VRE.
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Figure 4 shows the hourly variation in the supply and curtailment of the day with the highest
curtailment, 7 April 2019, and is key to understanding the behaviour of all supplies when curtailment
occurs. Before 5 am, there was no curtailment, and the demand was mostly met with nuclear
and thermal energy. There was a constant value of grid interconnection energy being sent to the
neighbouring Chugoku region, as well as a small amount of positive pumped storage energy, which
indicates that the pumped storage was releasing energy at that time.
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Regarding the demand on 7 April 2019, it was a Sunday in spring, and therefore, the demand was
quite low. Japan suffers from extreme heat and cold in the summer and winter, respectively, implying
that electricity demand peaks at those times, with the troughs being in the spring and autumn.

At 6 am, solar generation began and ramped up quite quickly to its maximum at 12:00. This ramp-up
was one of the largest causes of curtailment, as the other supplies could ramp down quickly enough
to maintain the balance. As soon as solar generation starts, thermal generation is reduced because
the thermal energy reduction is the main form of balancing the supply and demand. However, the
thermal generation cannot decrease to zero. It has a minimum amount that it cannot go below. It also
has a maximum hourly ramp-down rate that cannot be exceeded.

Table 2 summarizes the monthly solar curtailment between September 2018 and September 2019,
and its estimated cost. The curtailment during this period was 2.7%, which is quite low compared
to that of other countries. This is further reinforced by the monthly curtailment, where in October
2018, curtailment is only 1.3%. However, from February 2019 to April 2019, the monthly curtailment
increased from 0.4% to 6.8% and then 12.1% in April. The curtailment was set to continue in May.
The total value of all the curtailments was approx. ¥9.6 billion, with 98% of that coming from solar
curtailment. This approximate curtailment cost was calculated using the average FIT tariff for 2012–2015
multiplied by the curtailed energy [7].
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Table 2. Monthly VRE generation and curtailment in MWh and curtailment cost.

Month-Year Wind
(MWh)

Solar
(MWh)

Solar Curtail
(MWh)

Wind Curtail
(MWh)

Solar Curtail
(%)

Wind Curtail
(%)

Solar Curtail
Cost [7]

Wind Curtail
Cost [7] Total Cost

Sep-2018 41,268 710,850 0 0 0.0% 0.0% ¥0 ¥0 ¥0
Oct-2018 41,321 855,398 11,496 0 1.3% 0.0% ¥367,872,000 ¥0 ¥367,872,000
Nov-2018 31,566 702,853 11,290 226 1.6% 0.7% ¥361,280,000 ¥5,198,000 ¥366,478,000
Dec-2018 73,102 478,412 0 0 0.0% 0.0% ¥0 ¥0 ¥0
Jan-2019 58,830 652,299 1724 0 0.3% 0.0% ¥55,168,000 ¥0 ¥55,168,000
Feb-2019 51,420 631,249 2385 377 0.4% 0.7% ¥76,320,000 ¥8,671,000 ¥84,991,000
Mar-2019 78,451 1,001,233 68,205 1085 6.8% 1.4% ¥2,182,560,000 ¥24,955,000 ¥2,207,515,000
Apr-2019 52,331 1,093,166 132,042 2803 12.1% 5.4% ¥4,225,344,000 ¥64,469,000 ¥4,289,813,000
May-2019 47,435 1,258,879 69,244 941 5.5% 2.0% ¥2,215,808,000 ¥21,643,000 ¥2,237,451,000
Jun-2019 46,583 1,024,875 63 0 0.0% 0.0% ¥2,016,000 ¥0 ¥2,016,000
Jul-2019 35,562 901,743 0 0 0.0% 0.0% ¥0 ¥0 ¥0

Aug-2019 49,290 899,523 0 0 0.0% 0.0% ¥0 ¥0 ¥0
Sep-2019 51,432 921,083 0 0 0.0% 0.0% ¥0 ¥0 ¥0

Total 658,591 11,131,563 296,449 5432 2.7% 0.008248 ¥9,486,368,000 ¥124,936,000 ¥9,611,304,000

2.1.2. Categorisation of Supplies

Figure 5 shows the energy generation sources in Kyushu for 2018 compared to the nationwide
generation. Kyushu generated significantly more electricity from nuclear than the nation as a whole.
Only three regions restarted nuclear energy generation in Japan post-2011, with Kansai and Kyushu
having the highest energy generation. This is extremely significant to curtailment, as nuclear energy is
“non-controllable” and “constant”, and it accounts for 21% of the total energy supplied in Kyushu
in 2018. Along with this, solar generation was much higher as well. These are the two main factors
affecting curtailment. Furthermore, Kyushu’s thermal generation was much lower than that nationwide,
as the high nuclear generation required thermal to decrease; while this is good for the environment, it
reduces one of the largest tools to mitigate curtailments. Geothermal in Kyushu was higher than that
nationwide but only accounts for 1% of generation, whereas biomass was similar to that nationwide at
1%, again a minimal supply type. Hydro was lower than that nationwide, at 5% in Kyushu. The wind
capacity was also similar that nationwide, at 1%.
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Figure 5. (a) Electricity generated in Kyushu in 2018 and (b) electricity generated in Japan in 2018.

The hourly sum of the supplies should always equal the demand as described in Equation (1).
This condition must be true for each hour and is checked in Step 1 of the methodology:

Demand = Supply (1)

Demand = Geothermal + Biomass + Hydro + Wind + Solar + Nuclear + Thermal ±

Pumped storage ± Grid interconnection − SolarPV Curtail −Wind Curtail
(2)
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To forecast the curtailment, each component of Equation (2) must be calculated for each
hour. To facilitate forecasting, these power generation types is categorised based on their observed
behaviour. Table 3 depicts the result of classification of power generation types into “controllable” and
“non-controllable” with other characteristics such as seasonality, trend, and variability.

Table 3. Classification of supply and demand types.

Type Observed Seasonality Observed Trend Future Trend Classification Variable or Non-Variable

Demand 3 Season (Hourly, Weekly, Yearly)
Stable No data

Non-controllable

Variable
Geothermal None

ConstantBiomass None
Nuclear None Increasing Decreasing
Hydro 1 Season (Yearly) Stable Stable

VariableWind 1 Season (Yearly) Increasing No dataSolar 2 Seasons (Hourly, Yearly)
Thermal 3 Seasons (Hourly, Weekly, Yearly) Decreasing Decreasing

Controllable VariablePumped
storage 2 Seasons (Hourly, Yearly) Stable Stable

Interconnection 2 Seasons (Hourly, Yearly) Decreasing No data

Figure 6 depicts the ramp rates, as defined in Equation (3) [24], of the supplies and demand
from 05:00 to 19:00 on 7 April 2019, showing how each type reacted to increasing solar power, thus
reinforcing the controllable and non-controllable classification.

Ramp rate = (P(t) − P(t − D))/D (3)

where P(t) is the VRE power at the target hour and D is the time duration for which the ramp rate is
determined (in this case, 1 h intervals based on the input data).
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Figure 6. Ramp rate for each supply type on the highest curtailment day, 7 April 2019, 05:00–19:00.

The main cause of curtailment on this day was solar power, which increased dramatically in the
morning, reaching a peak ramp-up rate between 08:00–09:00. Then, it continued to increase at a lower
ramp rate up to 12:00, when it started to ramp down. As solar ramped up, the other supply types had
to be adjusted to maintain the supply/demand balance, which was what happened initially. However,
some types, such as geothermal, biomass, hydro, wind, and nuclear, were not adjusted as the solar
ramped up, and they remained mostly constant. These supplies are classified as “non-controllable”, as
mentioned earlier, because Kyuden has little to no influence over these supplies. This includes solar, as
they cannot control its ramp rate. Demand is also classified as “non-controllable”.

As time progressed, thermal continues ramping down, but it was limited to a maximum ramp
down rate of −578 MW/h. The thermal supply presumably approached its minimum generation value
at 09:00, and therefore, its ramp rate decreased and eventually approached 0. As this happened, the
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ramp-up rate of both pumped storage and grid interconnection increased. Grid interconnection, like
pumped storage, had a positive and a negative value when it sent more energy to the neighbouring
Chugoku region, which was ramping up. However, the large ramp-up of solar power was unable to be
matched by the adjustments of the controllable supplies, and therefore, curtailment started ramping
up at 07:00, reaching a peak of 685 MW/h between 08:00 and 09:00, as thermal started ramping down.

As the solar ramp-up rate decreased, curtailment continued as peak solar generation occurred
at 12:00, and the ramp rate of pumped storage went negative, indicating that the charging rate was
reduced, perhaps due to the maximum capacity being reached. Then, the solar ramp rate went negative,
indicating that solar was ramping down. In the late afternoon, the ramp-down rate of solar curtailment
was reduced to zero; therefore, curtailment stopped at 16:00, at which point thermal started to ramp
up, and the balance was maintained as the solar ramp rate was also reduced. Pumped storage had a
high ramp down rate between 16:00 and 18:00, as its charging rate decreased to almost zero.

These classifications can be applied to the main supply/demand formula, as defined in
Equations (4)–(6):

Demand = (Non-controllable supplies) + (Controllable supplies) (4)

(Non-controllable supplies) = Geothermal + Biomass + Hydro + Wind + Solar + Nuclear (5)

(Controllable supplies) = Thermal ± Pumped storage ± Grid interconnection −

SolarPV Curtail −Wind Curtail
(6)

2.2. Method

2.2.1. Logic Method: Forecasting Controllable Supplies

The novelty of this research is to develop a model that can forecast curtailment by firstly separating
the hourly supply/demand data into two categories namely “non-controllable” and “controllable” and
then subtracting the non-controllable supplies from the demand leaving the total controllable supplies
but without the distribution of these controllable supplies. Then using a logic method, created for
this research, to distribute this total controllable supply among the four types of controllable supplies
namely thermal, pumped storage, grid interconnection and curtailment. This method takes the
operational limits of each type (hourly max/min and max ramp/min ramp), the priority of curtailment
mitigation [9] and the forecasted future installed capacity trends into account with each supply type
overflowing to the next type, until all the total controllable supplies have been distributed.

The concept of this novel method comes from observing the raw data and identifying their
patterns in step 2. The logic method is named after the logical tests being performed. The main input
of the logic model is the hourly non-controllable supplies, the monthly trend for the controllable
supplies and the hourly max/min values and hourly max ramp/min ramp (referred to as the max/min
table) values for each controllable type (The source code of the logic method is available from the
Supplementary Materials).

The max/min table contains the limitations for max, min, max ramp and min ramp for each
controllable type from the hour 00:00 to 24:00. This results in 4 × 24 = 96 values and 4 values for each
hour for each controllable type. This is the key to the operation of the logic model, as it determines the
operational windows that each controllable supply can operate in.

The method essentially determines whether each hourly non-controllable value can be assigned
to thermal by checking whether the value violates the windows set by the max/min table, as shown
in Figure 7. If the window is not violated, then the entire non-controllable value can be assigned to
thermal. However, if one of the windows is violated, then it modifies the value until it fits within the
operating window, and then the modification value is carried over to the next controllable supply.
Then, this is repeated for pumped storage and grid interconnection, and any modified value after grid
interconnection is allocated to curtailment.
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Figure 7. Logic method flowchart.

The logical checks of the method are as follows based on the values of X(hr(i)), the value of the total
non-controllable supplies of a specific hour (i), and of X(hr(i−1)), the value of the total non-controllable
supplies for the previous hour (i − 1).

• Is the value of X(hr(i)) within the limits set by the max/min table for that hour?
• Is the value of (X(hr(i)) − X(hr(i−1))) within the ramp limits set by the max/min table for that hour?
• If working on pumped storage and pumped storage is required to supply energy, is there still

available capacity left in the system?

Figure 8 exhibits the comparison of the cumulative solar curtailment between the observed
(red line) and the predicted (blue line) without calibration for one year from October 2018 to September
2019. The blue line indicates the predicted value without calibration using the default hourly max/min
and hourly max ramp/min ramp values far from the actual cumulative curtailment in red. The label
at the top left of the Figure 8 using the suffix “A” and four numbers refer to the modification of the
max/min table; “A” means all, i.e., all the controllable supply types (thermal, pumped storage and grid
interconnection); and the numbers show the modification of those supply types. Thus, in this case, all
supply types were left to default values of 1, 0, 1, and 0. In the following calibration process, these will
be modified.
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cumulative curtailment (red line) from October 2018 to September 2019.
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2.2.2. Calibration

The calibration is to change the max/min table parameters, effectively adjusting the max, min,
max ramp and min ramp windows smaller and then rerunning the logic model so that the forecasted
controllable supplies are more in tune with the observed actual value. This is done by iteration through
all the possibilities that exist with the 4 parameters, as shown in Figure 9. This ends up as 2n

−1, with n
being the number of parameters (24

− 1 = 15). Therefore, there are 15 different combinations of the four
window parameters that influence each individual controllable type.
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Figure 9. Calibration method flowchart. A, B, C, and D indicate the calibration parameters with
subscript t representing thermal, p for pumped storage, and g for grid interconnection. The default
values for four parameters are 1, 0, 1, and 0. Then, they are being adjusted by the modifier with
0.01 value during calibration.

Each of these parameters is then modified by a modifier, which is 0.01 or 1% in this case.
The modifier changes the max/min table. For example, the default value of A is 1. This represents
100%, as in the true max value, and then the modifier reduces the size of the max window by 1% (0.01)
at each iteration.

Once all 16 parameters have been cycled through, then the modifier increases by 1%, and the cycle
is repeated until a set number of cycles (n) are achieved, typically 20. The modifier starts at 1% and ends
at 20% in increments of 1% resulting in 320 individual parameter adjustments. Since these parameters
adjust the max and min values, the smallest adjustment would be preferable. The 20% was deemed as
a maximum limit of adjustment due to its proximity to 3rd (75%) and 1st (25%) quartile respectively.

Ideally, it would be best to cycle through all these combinations for 12 parameters, Ax, AxBx, . . . ,
CxDx, and Dx, in Figure 9. However, due to a long calibration time, the calibration is only run on one
supply type at a time. Then, the time required for calibration is reduced dramatically and become very
practical for real-time operation. After each iteration, the calibration result is compared to observed
non-controllable supplies in terms of several statistical measures. Then, the calibrated results are used
for the next forecasting.
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The statistical indices used are the R2, Sum%, RMSE, Sum Pos and Sum Neg (Table 4). The output
of the calibration technique is shown in Table 5, with the calibration parameters indicating the four
window parameters, the hourly max/min values and hourly max ramp/min ramp values, used for all
the controllable types. Note that due the inherent inability to accurately forecast hourly data due to the
many externalities, R2 was not used in determining which calibration method to choose. The focus
was on the general goodness of fit, determined by the other parameters and observation.

Table 4. Statistical indices description and formula.

Statistical Indices Description Formula

R2 Coefficient of determination 1−
∑
(yi−ŷi)

2∑
(yi− y)

2

Sum%
Difference between the

observed and the predicted
total

∑
(Forecasted curtailment)∑
(Actual curtailment)

RMSE Root mean square error
√

mean
(
(forecast curtailment−Actual curtailment)2

)
Sum Pos Sum of all positive curtailment

values (
∑
(Forecast curtailment)) > 0

Sum Neg Sum of all negative
curtailment values (

∑
(Forecast curtailment)) < 0

Table 5. Four window calibration parameters used and calibration results for supplies and curtailment
as shown in Figure 8.

Calibration
Parameters

Thermal Pumped Storage Grid Interconnection Curtailment

R2 Sum% RMSE R2 Sum% RMSE R2 Sum% RMSE R2 Sum% RMSE Sum Pos Sum Neg

1, 0, 1, 0 0.84 101 787.14 0.17 79 602.25 0.05 1.06 480.74 0.19 8 175.20 24,066 0

2.3. Mitigation Measures

After the calibration and validation, scenario-based mitigation measures to the long-term
forecasted curtailment were applied and evaluated by measuring their mitigation performance
and cost effectiveness. Table 6 shows the mitigation scenarios used for curtailment measures by
considering the monthly trends of demand and supplies by generation types.

Table 6. Explanation of mitigation scenarios considered in this study.

Type Mitigation Scenario Remark

Demand
+5% pa Every year, the demand increases by 5%
−5% pa Every year, the demand decreases by 5%

Solar 150% trend The existing trend is amplified by 150%

Nuclear
50% trend The existing trend is reduced by 50%

Adaptive 50% Every curtailment season, the trend is reduced to 50% temporarily
150% trend The existing trend is amplified by 150%

Thermal
80% trend The existing trend is reduced by 80%

120% trend The existing trend is amplified by 120%

Pumped
Storage

80% trend The existing trend is reduced by 80%
120% trend The existing trend is amplified by 120%
150% trend The existing trend is amplified by 150%

Grid
interconnection

80% trend The existing trend is reduced by 80%
120% trend The existing trend is amplified by 120%
150% trend The existing trend is amplified by 150%
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3. Results

3.1. Calibration and Validation: Individual Best Curtailment Sum

Calibration and validation of the logic method to forecast curtailment can be conducted in several
different ways. These are based on which characteristics are considered as criteria. The statistical
indices are not always the best indication of fit, so some different options are chosen based on observed
fit, highest R2 and RMSE and best curtailment sum. In this section, the best result of calibration and
validation is presented, and the results of other different paths for calibration are demonstrated in
Appendix A.

The best result of calibration and validation is obtained with observation-based criterion. This case
focuses more on the goodness of fit and the Sum% in the statistical indices. For the four window
parameters, the values of (1, 0.06, 0.94, 0.06) are chosen for thermal (T), as they produce the best results,
as shown in Figure 10a. These values are then used to calibrate the pumped storage (P), leading to the
best results of (0.93, 0, 1, 0.07) presented in Figure 10b. Compared to that of the other calibration and
validation cases in Appendix A, the goodness of fit is not as good until late April, underestimating
the curtailment after April. However, the sum% of the curtailment is very high at 98.9%, the best
result observed yet, with a low amount of solar neg. Finally, these parameters are used to calibrate
the grid interconnection in Figure 10c. No improvement is achieved, so grid interconnection remains
at the default parameter values. This set of parameters is the best for the overall forecasting of the
curtailment compared to the observed, testdata2, and therefore is chosen as the best result. These
parameters are then used for curtailment forecast to evaluate mitigation measures.
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Figure 10. (a) Validation results with four calibrated parameters of (1, 0.06, 0.94, 0.06) for thermal (T);
(b) validation results with four calibrated parameters of (0.93, 0, 1, 0.07) for pumped storage (P); and
(c) validation results with four calibrated parameters of (1, 0, 1, 0) for grid interconnection (G). The red
lines indicate the actual cumulative curtailments and the blue lines represent the predicted curtailments.
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3.2. Mitigation

Figures 11 and 12 show the positive and negative mitigation scenarios, respectively, compared to
the forecast curtailment with no mitigation. Table 7 shows those same scenarios in terms of the amount
and cost of curtailment as well as the amount and cost of the mitigation scenarios. The second column
is the total amount of power (MWp) change that would occur due to the mitigation scenario described.
It presents the change in trend and the change in installed capacity calculated by multiplying that
change in trend by the 2019 installed capacity [25]. The next column, cost to build, is the average
estimated cost to build one MWp of the relevant mitigation technique [3]. These two values are then
multiplied together to calculate the total build cost of that mitigation technique.
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Figure 11. Cumulative sum of actual curtailment and forecast scenarios that reduced curtailment from
October 2018 to September 2019.
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Table 7. Effects of mitigation scenarios.

Scenarios Change From
2018 (MWp)

Cost to Build
(Mil Yen/MWp)

Build Cost
(Bil. Yen)

Curtailment
(GWh)

Curtailment Cost
(Bil. Yen)

Curtailment
Change (%)

Curtailment
Saved (Bil. Yen)

Balance
(Bil. Yen)

Actual curtailment - - - 296 ¥10.1 - - -
No Mitigation - - - 293 ¥10.0 - - -

Forecasted scenarios with decreased curtailment
Demand +5% pa 0 0 ¥0.0 184 ¥6.3 −37% ¥3.7 ¥3.7

Nuclear 50% trend −1504 ¥420.0 ¥0.0 9 ¥0.3 −97% ¥9.7 ¥9.7
Nuclear Adaptive 50% 0 ¥420.0 ¥0.0 15 ¥0.5 −95% ¥9.5 ¥9.5

Thermal 80% trend −2055 ¥312.7 ¥0.0 124 ¥4.2 −58% ¥5.7 ¥5.7
Pumped Storage

120% trend 460 ¥219.8 ¥101.1 210 ¥7.2 −28% ¥2.8 −¥98.3

Pumped Storage
150% trend 1150 ¥219.8 ¥252.8 130 ¥4.4 −56% ¥5.5 −¥247.3

Interconnection
120% trend 60 Flat rate ¥157.0 159 ¥5.4 −46% ¥4.6 −¥152.4

Interconnection
150% trend 750 Flat rate ¥157.0 61 ¥2.1 −79% ¥7.9 −¥149.1

Forecasted scenarios with increased curtailment
Demand −5% pa 0 0 ¥0.0 485 ¥16.5 65% −¥6.5 −¥6.5
Solar 150% trend 5505 ¥230.9 ¥1271.2 1727 ¥58.7 489% −¥48.8 −¥1320.0

Nuclear 150% trend 1504 ¥420.0 ¥631.7 2697 ¥91.7 820% −¥81.7 −¥713.4
Thermal 120% trend 1325 ¥312.7 ¥414.3 776 ¥26.4 165% −¥16.4 −¥430.7

Pumped Storage
80% trend −736 ¥219.8 ¥0.0 412 ¥14.0 40% −¥4.0 −¥4.0

Interconnection 80% trend −864 Flat rate ¥0.0 1357 ¥46.1 363% −¥36.2 −¥36.2

Curtailment in Table 7 is the total curtailment resulting from this mitigation technique, followed by
its cost. Then, the calculated curtailment change is presented. This is the change in curtailment from the
no mitigation to the relevant mitigation technique. This leads to the curtailment saved column, which
indicates how much curtailment was saved due to the implementation of the mitigation techniques.
Finally, the balance column shows the difference between the cost to build and the curtailment saved.
A positive number indicates that implementing this technique saved money overall, whereas a negative
value represents an additional loss in money by implementing this technique.

4. Discussion

Each of the mitigation types is discussed, and the best mitigation measure among the mitigation
scenarios considered is presented.

4.1. Demand

Curtailment is very sensitive to any changes in demand, but demand, in this case, is not a
mitigation scenario but rather a situation that might occur. The two scenarios used show dramatically
different results. If demand were to increase by 5% pa, then there would be ¥3.7 billion less curtailment.
However, the more likely scenario is that demand would decrease, which would lead to much higher
curtailment, ¥6.5 billion more curtailment than the no mitigation curtailment. Currently, the demand is
very stable, but as the ageing population problem worsens, this decreasing demand scenario may be
realized, giving extra incentive to implement some of the mitigation techniques.

4.2. Solar

Solar curtailment is directly related to solar generation. Therefore, it is expected that changes
in the solar trend would drastically affect curtailment, and this is what is observed. The installed
capacity costs were sourced from [26]. Another scenario that could occur is an increasing trend of
solar radiation. This would, as expected, lead to high curtailment, significantly higher at ¥48.8 billion.
Increasing this solar trend would also require additional solar to be built, estimated at 5505 MWp over
the next 4 years, costing ¥1271.2 billion. There would also be many positives to this increased solar
production, and perhaps one of the best curtailment mitigation techniques could be applied with this
increased solar to mitigate the higher curtailment.
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4.3. Nuclear

Next, is nuclear, which exerts substantial control over curtailment. Of the three scenarios presented,
two reduced curtailment and one increased curtailment. The two that reduced curtailment were
the options that reduced nuclear, namely, nuclear reduced by 50% and adaptive nuclear. Of these
techniques, adaptive nuclear appears to be the most realistic, as the 50% reduction in nuclear requires
additional nuclear plants to be shut down, which has a large, undeterminable cost. The adaptive
scenario aims to line up the curtailment seasons and maintenance schedules. Applying this scenario
reduces curtailment by ¥9.5 billion over one year, while having no real associated costs. It is unknown
whether this is a realistic scenario and whether the selected 50% shutdown was too much. However,
this simulation shows that this type of scenario would reduce curtailment proportionately to the
amount of nuclear power that could be adaptively shut down. The scenario in which curtailment
increased was when the nuclear trend increased. This is because nuclear has a large influence over VRE
curtailment. In this example, increasing the nuclear trend by 50% increased curtailment by ¥81.7 billion
and cost ¥631.7 billion. The costs used for the nuclear-installed capacity are referred to in [27].

4.4. Thermal

Thermal also has a significant impact on curtailment but not in a way that might be expected.
Increasing thermal actually increases curtailment, whereas decreasing thermal decreases curtailment.
This behaviour is due to the simple fact that when thermal is increased, the minimum amount of
thermal that can be produced increases, as this newly added thermal also has a minimum operating
capacity, which is added to the total thermal minimum operating capacity. However, changing the
composition of the thermal generation, such as reducing coal and increasing gas, should reduce
curtailment, as coal cannot ramp down rapidly, whereas gas can. This was not one of the scenarios
because of the lack of hourly information about coal, oil and gas thermal generation, as discussed in
step 2.

Returning to the thermal scenarios, reducing thermal by 80% reduced curtailment by ¥5.7 billion;
this scenario does not consider the cost of shutting down 20% of thermal capacity but assumes that
some of the existing old thermal capacity may be reaching the end of its usable lifetime. This shows
that there is an incentive to shut it down, not only for the reduction in CO2 but also for curtailment
reduction. Increasing thermal energy has a significant cost in installed capacity of ¥414.3 billion and an
extra ¥16.4 billion in curtailment generated. Therefore, this scenario should be avoided at all costs.
The data for the thermal installed capacity cost is referred to in [28].

4.5. Pumped Storage

Pumped storage, as mentioned, is a great accompanying supply with VRE, as it can help shift the
peak generation to a later time in the day when VRE generation is lower. Therefore, increasing this
supply decreases curtailment, whereas decreasing this supply increases curtailment. This relationship
was expected. However, the cost vs. benefit was not as good as expected. The reason for this is
that pumped storage is very expensive and requires a long time to build. Furthermore, it is very
geographically selective, as it has some specific site requirements for construction. Therefore, increasing
pumped storage capacity, especially to reduce curtailment, is not the most efficient solution. Other
energy storage measures, such as large-scale batteries, might help in the same way and in a quicker
timeframe but still have a significant cost associated with them and were not considered in this study.
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Regarding the results in Table 7, it is interesting to note that increasing pumped storage reduces
curtailment. However, increasing it further does not reduce curtailment to the same scale, indicating
that a smaller installed capacity of pumped storage might be the most efficient solution if it were
not for all the mentioned limitations. Overall, increasing pumped storage led to a negative balance,
suggesting that this is not the best mitigation technique. Pumped storage can be used in ways other
than just for curtailment mitigation, which might change the benefit. However, that is out of the scope
of this research. The data for the installed capacity cost came from [29].

4.6. Grid Interconnection

Lastly, the curtailment mitigation scenarios involve grid interconnection trend adjustments.
Increasing grid interconnection would decrease curtailment and vice versa, as expected, similar to
pumped storage. However, unlike pumped storage, improving the grid interconnection between
regions has many additional benefits as its shifts from a fragmented nationwide grid network to a more
unified grid network where the overall flexibility increases, greatly improving the overall resilience
to curtailment. One crucial point is that, for example, if Kyushu and Chugoku were both facing
curtailment issues, they could separately try to fix the problem by changing the installed capacity of
some types, as shown above, costing each of them a large amount of money and either reducing overall
efficiency (if using storage), thereby losing money from shutting down nuclear energy and requiring
more thermal energy in off-peak periods leading to higher CO2 emissions, or simply increasing thermal
directly leading to the same problems. Kyushu and Chugoku could improve the grid interconnection
between themselves and the Kansai Region, for example, which has high demand and high thermal
generation and, therefore, has a high tolerance to curtailment. By doing so, they would be sharing
their curtailment tolerance and thereby increase the overall amount of VRE that could be installed with
minimal curtailment. This would have to be done together with the OCCTO to ensure that all grid
codes and guideline were met but would allow for greater renewable energy penetration, furthermore,
this strategy could be applied across Japan for even grid flexibility and therefore higher CP ratio.

There are also several other benefits of a fully connected electricity grid, such as resilience to
disasters and an increased ability to handle unexpected events. Therefore, in an examination of the
results of the grid interconnection scenario, it is important to understand the additional benefits that
come with it. Based only on Kyushu’s curtailment, the balance comes to -¥149.1 billion. The data for
the grid interconnection installed capacity cost come from [30,31].

5. Conclusions

The objectives of this study were to understand the underlying causes of curtailment in Kyushu,
calculate curtailment and then apply mitigation techniques to reduce curtailment. Curtailment has
several influencing factors. However, the main factors that were identified were the highly variable
solar generation in low demand times and high constant nuclear generation. Coupled with low
inter-grid transfer capability between regions, this means that when an imbalance between supply and
demand occurs, there is no choice but to curtail. These problems highlight the need for curtailment
forecasting, but due to the recent nature of curtailment in Japan, little research has been conducted.
Therefore, a new forecasting method was developed. This method operates under the idea that
each controllable type (thermal, pumped storage and grid interconnection) tries to adjust to ensure
the supply-demand balance. However, they each have upper and lower limitations in both energy
generation and ramp rate that vary within a 24-h period. The logic method tries to allocate the total
non-controllable amount to thermal on an hour-by-hour basis. If the amount to be allocated exceeds
the operating limits set by the max/min operating windows, then the difference is calculated and
passed to pumped storage. This process repeats for pumped storage and then grid share. If there is
any remaining energy that cannot be allocated, this is then classified as curtailment.
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This method initially returned inaccurate results. However, after several rounds of calibration,
which adjusted the quartile values of the max/min operating windows, the overall accuracy was
increased to 97% of the real curtailment. The success of this method in forecasting hourly controllable
supplies demonstrates the validity of using such a logic-based method for this type of forecasting.
Once the forecasted curtailment was accurate, several mitigation scenarios were applied. However, the
time-consuming calibration process for optimizing the parameters can be further investigated and
improved by applying artificial intelligence in future works.

The uniqueness of the logic method comes from hourly-based forecasting. Other examples of
curtailment forecasting use monthly or yearly data, but since the curtailment is very sensitive to
the supply-demand balance, any small changes hour by hour could affect curtailment. Therefore,
the logic method is unique in its forecasting process and potentially more accurate, as there is no
averaging occurring.

The best technique in terms of mitigating curtailment is to make the solar generation trend
constant. However, this is not in line with Japan’s 2030 energy goals, nor is it the most environmentally
friendly idea. Decreasing thermal or nuclear trends have the second and third best cost-to-benefit
ratios. However, decreasing the generation of one type would prevent the other from working, and
decreasing nuclear generation would go against Kyuden’s plans of restoring nuclear to post-2011 levels.
In the longer term, Kyuden is planning to build additional nuclear reactors, further reducing the
likelihood of this idea. Adaptive nuclear shutdown, however, seems to be a good compromise if it is
technically and economically possible. The last techniques of increasing either pumped storage or grid
interconnection are not economically viable if their only purpose is to reduce curtailment. However,
the many other benefits they offer might help to offset their costs.

Ultimately, the decision to implement any of these mitigation techniques comes down to Kyuden.
With the current regulations in place, Kyuden has little incentive to reduce curtailment, as IPP-generated
VRE is in direct competition with its own generation for which it paid. Unless the government steps in
or the regulations change, curtailment will continue until a point where it is above the 8% without
compensation limit. After that, Kyuden will be actively losing money when it curtails, which would
then provide an incentive to implement mitigation measures/techniques. The problem lies with the
fact that none of these mitigation techniques can be implemented quickly. They require foresight of the
future problem and investment now, while the problem is still relatively small. Currently, Kyuden and
the Japanese government seem unaware and unconcerned with this problem, as if they do not fully
understand the future magnitude of the problem. The final goal of this research is to raise awareness
and show the future magnitude of the curtailment and its costs and make several mitigation technique
recommendations that Kyuden and policymakers may use to prevent the future waste of energy and
help improve the ever-growing problem of global warming.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at http://www.mdpi.com/1996-1073/13/18/4703/s1,
the source code of logic method using R with the observed, testdata2, data used in this study is available as
supplementary material.
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Abbreviations

VRE variable renewable energy
PV photovoltaic
FIT feed-in tariff
SPF scheduled power flow
TTC total transfer capability
CP Curtailment and penetration
IPP independent power producers
ISEP Institute for Sustainable Energy Policies
MWh Megawatt Hour
MWp Megawatt Peak
RMSE Root mean square error
OCCTO Organization for Cross-regional Coordination of Transmission

Appendix A Calibration of the Logic Method

As described in the main body text, there are several different ways that the calibration method
can be run. These are based on which characteristics are the most important. The statistical indices
are not always the best indication of fit, so some different options are chosen based on observed fit,
highest R2 and RSME and best curtailment sum. In the following, the results of these different paths
for calibration are demonstrated in detail. In some cases, the best results are chosen with one type, and
then the next type is calculated, whereas in some cases, the same parameters are applied to all types.

Appendix A.1 Case 1: Individual, Highest R2 and Lowest RMSE

The first case chosen is the highest R2 and RMSE for each type. After the calibration is run for
thermal, the results are sorted by the highest R2 and lowest RMSE, which gives the parameters of
(0.88, 0, 1, 0.12) in Figure A1a. The result is better than that of no calibration. However, it shows
some strange behaviour by forecasting some curtailment during the period when nuclear was shut
down after May. Since it is the first type, no conclusions can be made. These thermal parameters
are then used in the pumped storage calibration, and once again, the results resorted by R2 and
RMSE, which gives the parameters of (1, 0.1, 0.9, 0.1). Figure A1b displays more amplified behaviour
of cumulative curtailment in the blue line, and the solar sum negative is −3427 MWh, indicating
a significant problem. However, there is one more type to calibrate. Grid interconnection is then
calibrated using the previously calculated thermal and pumped storage parameters, and here, the best
solar curtailment sum% is chosen. The overall behaviour of Figure A1c is far from testdata2, with
significant curtailment forecasted in the period after the May nuclear shutdown; while the overall
curtailment sum% is good, there is still quite significant negative curtailment. In the end, this method
does not produce good results.

Appendix A.2 Case 2: All Types, Best-Observed Fit

Instead of individually calibrating each controllable type, the other method is to calibrate all types
with the same parameters and choose the best results based on the best fit of solar curtailment and
observation. The results from this approach are quite improved, as shown in Figure A2, with (1, 0.04,
1,0) applied to each type, resulting in a 94.5% curtailment sum and good behaviour in terms of shutting
down when the nuclear stops in mid-May. The sum negative amount is also quite low, at only −110
MWh, which is within the margin for error. Overall, this approach is much better than the R2 and
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RMSE methods. However, there may be better results if each type is calibrated individually and the
parameters are chosen by observed fit, which will be performed next.
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Figure A1. (a) Calibration result T0.88,0,1,0.12; (b) calibration result P1,0.1,0.9,0.1; and (c) calibration
result G0.9,0.1,0.9,0.1. The red lines indicate the actual cumulative curtailments and the blue lines
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Appendix A.3 Case 3: Individual, Best-Observed Fit

In this case, the results are chosen specifically for their goodness of fit. The values of (1, 0.06,
0.94, 0.06) are chosen for thermal, as these parameters result in a good fit, as shown in Figure A3a.
Next, the values of (1, 0.03, 1, 0) are chosen for pumped storage, as shown in Figure A3b. Here, the
fit is very good for the entire period until late April, when there is a significant overestimation. Last,
these parameters are applied to the grid interconnection in Figure A3c. However, the result do not
show any better results than those of the original values, and therefore, the parameters chosen for grid
interconnection are the default parameters. Based on this final result in Figure A3c, the overestimation
cannot be ignored. Therefore, even though it has the best fit, it is rejected as the best method.
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